
Candidate Days Comments

Bill Bestwick 10 1. Continue to provide agendas Thursday for meeting 10 days from issue date and all

late items close the following Thursday.

Agendas are typically made available Thursday for the following Monday COW or

Regular meeting of Council, plus the In Camera Agenda. And, every second Tuesday

2. Change Council meetings from Monday to Wednesday or Thursday agendas still

issued Thursday. All late items Monday end of work day.

Ian Thompson 10 I think Bills suggestion is a good one

Gordon Fuller 7 NO; the schedule does not give enough time.

I would like to see the Agenda and Reports for a specific Monday Council or

Committee of the Whole Meeting issued the Monday prior to the Meeting giving one

week for digestion. My rationale for this is so that Council are only dealing with one

Agenda at a time.  Any late items added to the Agenda should be posted the Thursday

Prior giving two business days for Council to pose questions they may have to staff.

This would also allow Citizens to meet the criteria of  COUNCIL PROCEDURE BYLAW

2007 NO. 7060 when wanting to appear as a delegation for both regular and late

items. 

http://www.nanaimo.ca/UploadedFilesPath/Bylaws/B7060cons.pdf

Scott Henderson 7 I agree with Gord.  Well thought out.

Wendy Pratt 7 I would think a minimum of 5 working days prior to any meeting would be

sufficient time to review all agenda items.  Late items no later than end of

Thurs prior to meetings on a Monday - that gives 2 working days if any

enquiring need to be made to staff.

Jim Goldsack 7+ There should be a minimum of 7 working days prior to a meeting with and late items

no later than the Thursday prior.

Bill Yoachim 7 One calendar week at a minimum 

Kevin Cantelon 5-10 I think everyone can agree that giving council more time to review the agenda would

allow them to be better prepared at meetings, and give them more time to seek input

from the public.

I think 5-10 working days should provide the council and public sufficient time to vet

the issues.

Fred Brooks 5w I think everyone can agree that giving council more time to review the agenda would

allow them to be better prepared at meetings, and give them more time to seek input

from the public.

I think 5-10 working days should provide the council and public sufficient time to vet

the issues.



Gary Korpan add 1 Tentative NO. For the public, regular agenda items made available by Wed 4pm (hard

copy & online) should make for reasonable consideration & question time prior to

Monday meetings.

However, more complex or controversial issues would benefit from earlier release.

Or, remembering that Councillors can postpone, at any time, anything they require

more information or staff/public input on. Unless there is a true emergency, that

option should be utilized when it is apparent any decision is premature.

For those Councillors who regularly fail to read their agendas sufficiently, or at all, no

additional time would help.

Don't forget most staff are available to answer Council questions even on weekends

and holidays.

It all comes down to the diligence of the people you elect to Council.

Even after 'deliberating' on the 2014 Budget from Sept 2013 to May 2014 in dozens of

meetings

there are less than 10 references in all those minutes to 'cutting' items. I challenge

you to find if

any of those ever passed. Mind you, it didn't take much research for the current

Council to add more costs.

Jack Arnold ? I think that there should be more time.. especially in light of the fact  that Council

Meetings are Monday  nights. I think it is also reasonable to have Council Meetings

later in the week, since family commitments and/ or other commitments may restrict

not only preparation time, but also access to Staff input, since they are not available

on weekends. Further, most statutory holidays fall on Mondays and |Fridays and for

that reason I would not include them in the “time allowed”. Since Regional District

meetings are held on Tuesdays… I would like to see Council Meetings held on

Tuesdays... I would like to see Council Meetings held on Wednesday or Thursday as

per Council’s wish to allow for both research and discussion with staff.

Gail Adrienne 5(+) I am just seeing this question and digesting all of your replies

I, too, will answer NO; and I agree with Bill and others that consideration

should be given to moving Council meetings (regular and COWs) from Monday

to Wednesday or Thursday – allowing at least a full week (5 business days) for

councillors - and the community -  to do their homework. Late items can be

more problematic if they are truly last minute issues that need to be

addressed quickly. If Council meetings were moved to Thursday, then late

items might be allowed up until the end of the day on the Tuesday – but does

that allow for a rare true emergency issue to be addressed - or is that not a

concern? Certainly this is a topic that needs to be re-visited by the new

Council, and staff.



Jerry Hong 2 (?) It's not enough time. I agree with bill that the council dates should be moved to

Wednesdays or Thursdays. Have you ever tried to call officials on a Friday? Most are

usually gone by noon and it's impossible to get an answer on a Monday cause they

are too busy trying to get caught up cause they left early on the Friday!  

Leon Cake 5w No, and here is the reason why

I believe a minimum of 5 working days which would allow the weekends also were I

have usually read thousands of pages of agendas and had time to go out an actually

I do not believe anyone on our current Council can say that they have honestly ever

been able to realistically had the time to engage the public input properly or do their

own research to important items that they may not have any clue about it.

This is why I believe that staff have always had the ability to control uninformed

Council members.

I will reference the Corix Purchasing Consultant Review were my wife was doing a

presentation to Council and one Councillor threw it down in front of the other while

she was addressing them and said he never even read it.

I will reference the Nanaimo Water Audit for 2013 which was the basis to give water

to Lantzville , when I went and saw public works staff to discuss it and ask the

question of who had read it only one out of the three said they had and they were

responsible for giving the recommendation that the City of Nanaimo was in a position

to supply water to Lantzville.

Ron what I am saying is the process to make major decisions like the water agreement

is you have to have trust in the staff that they have done there due diligence in giving

any recommendation to the ill in formed or use the time to become absolutely

informed yourself .

I am sorry if this looks like I am just going on but after 2 years fighting for the

Harewood dams and reading thousands of page of reports the above is why some of

the present Council did not have a clue of what they were voting on.

Mike Horn 2 No I would like to see four working days  from agenda formation to agenda

finalisation. At last weeks meeting Councilor Kipp was complaining that he didn't have

enough time to react to a report about emergency management. He alos complained

at that meeting and a public forum that Council members were not being invited by

staff to emergency management drills and courses.

Jim Taylor 5
NO. The current time frame for research and any kind of meaningful study is

far too short, especially for issues with any complexity. As much as those of us

wishing to serve the city by sitting on council are devoted and willing to

sacrifice for the good of our community, from time to time having a weekend

to enjoy with friends and family (assuming your time is not consumed with

other civic duties) is not asking too much. The weekend is not likely the best

time to be doing much research if it involves speaking with other people

either, as they too might be otherwise engaged.



At least 5 working days from receipt of the agenda (which I hope council has a

hand in setting) should result in more time to ask more questions and get

more information which will result in better decisions being made all round.

I would also like to engage members of the community who have the skills to

do research on various issues which again, can result in good questions

leading to good information which ultimately leads to good decisions.

Karen Hovestad 5

I think it would be ideal if the agenda was released the Monday before the meeting,

giving a full week (5 business days) to be prepared. However,  I understand from my

conversations with Councillors in other jurisdictions that this seems to be a standard

time frame. I don't  know if this is dictated by some regulatory body and therefore

MAY not be changed at Council's discretion. From my observations of many council

meetings, the problem I see is that council is under NO obligation to make decisions

when presenters or problems are brought forward and look for an instant answer.

The responsible thing to do is NOT make a decision until the council is satisfied they

have had the time to deliberate appropriately. We simply MUST refrain from knee-

jerk activity!

Paul Gogo 5-10 5 to 10 working days is better. Kevin Cantelon said it first and I agree. It is also good

to think about things for a few days.

Fred Pattje 3 No.  A minimum of 5 working days would work for me. As it stands now, a very large

portion of the weekend is spent on the agenda, and that often includes driving to

various and sundry agenda properties/sites, if the staff report does not give me a

complete feel of what it is I am being asked to consider.

Five (5) working days would allow for at least some spare weekend time.

Geraldine Manson 5 I would like to see the agenda put out to Council five days in advance prior to

scheduled meetings. Not three days that does not give enough time for one to review

and ask questions of the staff prior to meeting if there needs to be a follow up on a

item on the agenda.

The package should be made available in the morning too.

Brian Anderson 5 5 days should be a reasonable and minimum time. 

Stephen Cochrane 7 I agree with jim . 7 working days with regular items and no later than Thur with late

items 

There are a number of boards that meet with this two day timeline.  However, the

time to discuss the matters at hand could take a day or two.   



Alisha Neuman-Ladret 5 We want the council to make informed decisions!   Therefore, 5 business days to

review material should be sufficient.  If there are last minute additions to the meeting

then depending on the issue then there should be an option to hold over larger issues

until the next meeting if members require more time or information. 

Bill Holdom 5 5 working days -- 2 for late items requiring a decision.

No items added at the beginning of the meeting unless they are true emergencies.

Jim Routledge 10? Good to learn that in some municipalities the agenda for the next meeting is

distributed at the end of the current meeting.  This way Council (and public)

have a full two weeks to research and prepare.
Council will often ask for staff to provide a report for the next meeting.  Timing for a

response is under Council's control.

Jim Kipp 5w 5 wrk day minimum.

Council meet on on Thursdays 7 days after agenda posted.  Delegation list and late

items received by Monday distributed Tuesday, always room for critical last minute

time sensitive material.

Ian Thorpe 5 I feel that two days does not provide sufficient time for proper review by

councillors.  A minimum of five days should be allowed for regular agenda

items, with perhaps two days’ time for late items.
Oct. 31, 4:30pm Closure


